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Food Glorious Food
KS1
Tuesday - Maths
Money Problems
1. Write 150p using the £ symbol.
2. John has these coins. How much money does he have?

3. Sally has these coins. How much money does she have?

4. Circle 2 sets of different coins that equal 75p

5. How many different sets of coins can you draw out that makes 60p?
6. Charlie has 31p and Jacob has 54p. How much do they have altogether?
7. Julie buys a chocolate for 38p. She pays with a 50p piece. How much change will she get?
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8. Shaheen buys an apple for 15p and a banana for 26p. She pays using a 50p coin. What coins
could she be given for her change?
9. At the school shop Raveen buys two apples. They cost 24p altogether. How much does each
apple cost?
Extension
1. Holly uses a £1 coin to buy a pack of pears. Here is the change she was given. How much did
the pack of pears cost?

2. I spend £2 on a drink and a sandwich. The sandwich costs 80p more than the drink. How
much does the sandwich cost?
3. Grace uses a £1 coin to buy a can of drink which costs 80p. She is given three coins in
change. What coins could she have been given?
4. Nicole buys these two items.

She pays with the following coin.

She is given this change.

Is she given the correct change?
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5. Mrs Jones has £20 to spend.
She buys 4 strawberries and 3 pineapples.
What is the greatest number of pumpkins she can buy?

6. Lollies are sold in two sizes, small and large.
Sanjay buys two small lollies for 92p.
Jenny buys 5 small lollies and 3 large lollies and pays with a £10 note.
Jenny receives £4.16 change.
How much does a large lolly cost?

